






1.0 About the Survey
From 29th March 2020 to 9th April 2020 Creatives Garage conducted a survey within the arts 
community in order to get a clearer picture of the effect the COVID 19 Pandmeic has had on it. We 
received a total 618 responses from individuals within the community from diverse backgrounds. 
In late 2019 the first case of SARS-CoV-2 (COVID-19  was reported in Wuhan, China. Shortly 
thereafter the virus spread to every corner of the globe with growing fatality and infection rates. 
The World Health Organization (WHO)1 declared the outbreak a Public Health Emergency of Inter-
national Concern on 30th January 2020 and on 11th March 2020 declared it a pandemic.
Nations around the world have implemented varying policies to curb the proliferation of the virus 
among their populations. By 26th March, 1.7 billion people worldwide were under a form of lock-
down, which increased to 3.9 billion people by the first week of April—more than half the world’s 
population. On 15th March 2020 President Uhuru Kenyatta declared COVID-19 a National 
Emergency 2. 

More than just a health crisis, the COVID-19 pandemic has cut across various sectors of econo-
mies and social life.  According to a report by the Policy Centre to the New South 3 published on 
15th April 2020, economic development outcomes have already been adversely affected by the 
disruption caused. Its impact on socio-economic activities has exposed already vulnerable and 
marginalised communities to more suffering. The economic fallout in Kenya is expected to be se-
vere and long-lasting, consequently undermining the country’s prospects of achieving its long-term 
development aspirations, including the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).  

Prior to the pandemic not much concern was shown for members of the creative economy. Further 
exacerbating this, the creative industry has been one of the hardest hit by the COVID-19 pandem-
ic and stakeholders have so far had to deal with the detrimental economic effects with little to no 
assistance. 

In East Africa COVID-19 has shown how fragile the creative economy is 4. Cultural workers, free-
lance content creators and creative gig workers have had to see work opportunities disappear and 
at the moment are still anticipating more. A key factor in the lockdowns around the world and here 
in Kenya is physical distancing. What this means for the creative sector is a near complete shut-
down in earning as income generating activities, that were already few and far between, dry up. 

1. https://time.com/5791661/who-coronavirus-pandemic-declaration/

2.   https://www.president.go.ke/2020/03/15/address-to-the-nation-by-h-e-uhuru-kenyatta-c-g-h-president-of-the-   republic-of-kenya-and-commander-in-
chief-of-the-defence-forces-on-covid-19-commonly-known-as-coronavirus/

3.   https://www.policycenter.ma/opinion/impact-covid-19-kenyas-economic-development#.XrVnYGgzbIU

4. https://www.pd.co.ke/entertainment/creative-industry-one-of-the-most-hit-by-covid-19-pandemic-33169/



3.0 Survey Aim
Organizations and individuals trying to respond 
in solidarity and support need information on just 
what the scale of the situation is. The report gen-
erated from our survey  collates data on the effect 
the pandemic has had so far and adds recom-
mendations from ourselves and respondents. We 
were looking to understand:

What the consequences COVID-19 related re-
strictions have had on the creative economy. 

What creatives themselves think could help mit-
igate the negative impact of COVID-19 on their 
lives taking into account challenges they already 
faced preceding the pandemic. 

How to best bring creative’s welfare into the 
limelight and foster discussions that would aid in 
collectively devising workable strategies and mod-
els. ’Side says” and “side shows” are a common 
phenomenon during this kind of crisis and lack of 
objective based discussion has often been appar-
ent. 

4.0 Background 
Information
Creative segmentation and presentation in the 
Kenyan consumer mindset are different. A lot of 
Kenyans assign the term creative to members of 
the music, stage and film industries primarily due 
to their large share of coverage in mass media. 

The term ‘creative’ within the context of this 
survey refers to the evolving concept of interplay 
between human activities and ideas, intellectual 
property, knowledge and technology. The creative 
industry includes advertising, architecture, craft 
work, fashion, film, photography, research and 
software development, game development and 
e-publishing and a slew of others. These activities 
represent some of the more dynamic sectors in a 
country’s economy.

Due to the current crisis most creatives without 
alternative sources of income have had to go 
through very hard and harsh economic times. The 
government has cancelled all public gatherings 
and closed all entertainment venues indefinitely. 
The few available online content distribution sites 
that offer e-commerce models are, on top of being 
saturated with content, locked to specific genres.

2.0 Methodology 
The survey was a self administered questionnaire that 
provided for a cost efficient and faster medium of data 
collection. It was shared via email, Social Media and 
through Whatsapp to increase the range of respondents 
and reduce physical interaction. The survey was divided 
into three sections. The first one collected demographic 
and geographical data of the respondents. The second 
focused on the effect of the Covid-19 pandemic on the 
respondents. The third block had open ended fields and 
collected sentiments and suggestions from respondents 
on what measures could be put in place to assist them.



5.0 Key Findings
The survey conducted by Creatives Garage in Kenya (29th March 
and 9th April 2020) that covered over six hundred creatives paints a 
picture of the effects of the COVID-19 Pandemic. An African Union 
impact survey(published)5 on the African Economy indicates the 
negative impacts on the economy resultant to the declaration by the 
World Health Organization of the pandemic being a global emer-
gency. 

The first section of the finding will analyse the demographics.

5. https://au.int/sites/default/files/documents/38326-doc-covid-19_impact_on_african_economy.





5.01 Age range of the 
respondents. 
From the analysis the age group of 25—29 
and 30-34 had the highest number of respon-
dents. People in this age bracket are often 
described as being at the prime of their life. 
However, according to research published by 
Linkedin 73% of people in this age range  feel 
a lot of uncertainty and frustration related to 
their careers,  relationships and personal life 
goals. The current crisis can only worsen this.

5.02 Nationality of the 
respondents

A large majority of the respondents were from 
Kenya. Nationality was included as the Kenyan 
Creative economy includes diverse nationali-
ties.

5.03 Distribution Of The 
Respondents By County Of 
Residence

The respondents stated their county of resi-
dence. Unfortunately, due to the similarities 
between the spelling of “County” and “Country” 
some respondents wrote Kenya as their county 
of residence. These have been marked as “Un-
specified”

5.04 Work sector

From this data 618 respondents indicated their 
work sector. Whilst most of them are perform-
ing artist, it does not necessarily mean that 
they are the only ones had hit by the pandemic

5.05  Employment status of the 
respondents

From the survey the respondents employment 
status in the creative industry were as tabulat-
ed below. In this context the difference be-
tween freelance and self employed creatives is 
that self employed individuals run businesses 
that they own (venue owners, event caterers) 
whereas freelance creatives work individually 
on a gig by gig basis. Permalance denotes 
creatives who are working freelance positions 
at businesses that could become a full time job 
in the future. 

5.06 Number of cancellations

The total number of events that our respondents 
reported having been cancelled between  March 
and June is 2940. Please note that there is a 
likely chance of overlap in this data as respon-
dents may have been engaged for the same 
events

5.07 Total Value Of Covid 19 
Related Financial Losses 
Respondents quoted a total revenue loss of Ksh. 
79 074 729 an average of KSh 127, 953. Re-
spondents with the largest losses were  18 cre-
ative agencies, film companies, music production 
studios and venue owners who account for  KS h 
30 800 000  (38%) of the quoted losses. 
Respondents also indicated that between March 
1st and June 1st (3 months) their projected in-
come was a total of  KSh 161 874 370.  



5.08 Number of dependants

The total dependents our respondents filled out are 1334. These count employees and 
immediate family members.

The chart below describes the scenario expressed by the total number of dependents. 
Creatives with few dependents between (0-5) are the highest.



6.0  COMMENTS FROM THE 
RESPONDENTS
Below are some of the sentiments expressed by respondents in the survey. 
Some responses have been edited for clarity and grammar..



Loss of foreseeable income is in 
the pipeline in the next 5 months. 
I am unable to collect money 
that clients owe me as well. This 
is a major disruption. It’s time to 
organise the creative Industry of 
Kenya to Deal with it

Cancellation of events means that 
even the money that would come 
in as sponsorship or ticket sales 
is done. Some venues did try to 
keep open as long as possible 
but there is a sense of uncertainty 
regarding when the situation will 
be back to normal. 

COVID-19 has really destabilized 
the creative industry. Normally, if 
there’s filming  taking place there 
needs to be  a crowd ie the crew 
and cast. The spread of the virus 
and government directives makes 
this impossible. Therefore, some 
sections of the creative industry 
are crippled as there’s no jobs.

I have no income at all as all 
the clubs are closed, my kids 
are suffering as well as my 
dependants

The creatives sector in East Africa 
is not taken seriously yet is very 
crucial. It is a source of employ-
ment directly and indirectly for 
almost a third of the unemployed 
youth  in the region.



7.0 Conclusions Drawn 
From The Survey
Countries have had to cushion their citizens by offering them with relief 
measures i.e. tax reliefs and some countries have even given their citizens 
financial reliefs on expenditure. This is only focusing on the income earning 
citizens at the predicament of the credit earners who are creatives. With 
these insights the creative in Kenya and Africa are still left with no sure 
relief on their incomes.

From the survey the following suggestions and recommendations from the 
respondents would help in understanding how best to save the situation at 
hand.

The recommendations are centred on key stakeholders namely; Creatives, 
Local and National Government and Arts trusts, Unions and other Cultural 
Organisations.



7.01 Creatives

Take Care of Yourself

It’s normal to experience mental and emo-
tional distress during this time. There are 
online resources that can help you cope 
with the anxiety that the pandemic has 
created. These are listed in detail here 
by NAMI (The National Alliance of Mental 
Health Institutions, USA). They include, 
websites for meditation resources, indoor 
exercises to try while physically distancing 
and links to more resources. While some of 
them are specific to the US only most of the 
information is widely applicable.

https://www.nami.org/covid-19-guide

Good thinking UK also has an online self 
assessment tool that gives personalized 
advice for dealing with anxiety, stress and 
depression. Self Assessment 

Register To Participate In Online/
Virtual Events, Cement Your On-
line Presence or Offer Online 
Classes

Aside from providing potential revenue 
making opportunities online festivals have 
vast reach that would help creatives reach 
new audiences/potential clients. Addition-
ally creatives should host their own content 
and remain consistent with their posts to 
secure their brand identity. The proliferation 
of electronic money services such as pay-

pal and MPESA means that this can also provide 
an income stream through pay per view shows 
and virtual tip jars. 

Apply to arts societies/agencies offer-
ing assistance

Various organizations in Kenya and around the 
world have dedicated their efforts to support cre-
atives during the pandemic. These organisations 
organize online classes on various related sub-
jects, have created funds for creative projects and 
in some cases provide relief support. Below are 
links to a few

Multichoice Talent Factory 
National Geographic’s Fund For Journalists
Africalia Creativity Is Life Grants
100m for Artists, Actors & Musicians Stimulus 
Programme (Ministry of Culture Sports and Heri-
tage Kenya

Develop Content

The restrictions on movement gives creatives 
more time to generate new content. Getting more 
innovative with your work while at home could 
lead to increased revenue once the situation re-
turns to some semblance of normal.

Diversify  Their Income Generating Ac-
tivities

Whilst the creative industry does generate income 
oftentimes there’s a need for increased income 
sources. Reliance on a single stream of income 

has led to the dire situation many artists find 
themselves in right now. Alternate streams 
of revenue can cushion creatives from crises 
such as this and other low income seasons. 
We are not saying that artists should go out 
and look for other jobs but look for ways to 
make their current work generate passive 
income. One such way is offering classes/les-
sons within their field. 

Join Industry Unions/Societies

Creatives often assume that they are not part 

of a collective work group due to the individualis-
tic nature of their professions. However they are 
workers and their art/output is their product. The 
only way such organisations can make a differ-
ence when working for better conditions for art-
ists is with collective bargaining power. From the 
responses we received it’s clear that many artists 
are unaware of the existence of such organisa-
tions. Some of these include the Creative Society 
of Kenya , The Professional Photographers As-
sociation of Kenya, Music Copyright Society of 
Kenya, Performers Rights Society of Kenya and 
the Association of Designers of Kenya.



7.02 Local and National 
Government 

Policy 

We learned from the survey that policies per-
taining to the acquisition of intellectual property 
rights, the benefits of the same and taxes that 
pertain to the creative economy are largely un-
known by the creative community. For example 
the The Movable Property Security Rights Act, 
2017 which allows artists to take loans using 
their work as collateral. Further there needs to 
be a framework that allows for the valuation of 
intellectual property/art that allows for proper 
valuation of creative work in order to facilitate 
borrowing against said work.

Cost of Production

Respondents from various creative industries 
particularly the film and music industries have 
complained about the cost of production. Sug-
gested interventions are that the government 
reduce fees tied to the creation of such prod-
ucts (for example filming in Kilifi County costs 
KSh 80 000 daily) and that they purchase 
equipment that they then lease to creatives 
and create lease to own schemes for said 
equipment.

Work with Associations

The government should make conducive work-
ing conditions for donor organizations working 
with creatives  in Kenya since with more donor 

organization and partners the creative industry 
will be supported to do more work in production, 
marketing and gaining market access. 

7.03 NGOS/Arts Trusts/Cultural 
Societies/Grant Makers

As an immediate measure to curb the impacts 
of the COVID-19 pandemic, partners have come 
up with interventions to help the creatives offer-
ing in-kind support, interventions that help them  
earn income and  gain market accessibility. 

Develop Far Reaching Communication 
Strategies

A lot of organisations have created programmes 
to help artists in the country. The problem how-
ever is that communication of these programmes 
often is within a smaller arts community, usually 
centred in Nairobi. The first step towards this 
would be to start a campaign that encourages 
artists to join relevant organisations databases.

Create More Funds and Grants and 
Adjust Grant Requirements

A lot of the arts in Kenya is donor funded owing 
to the high cost of production in terms of labour 
and finances. Grant makers and the Non-profits 
that distribute them could create mini-grants for 
artists  as opposed to large multi-year grants. 
In emergency situations a USD 500 grant can 
go a long way. SInce these would be emergen-
cy grants and reduce the requirements that are 
required before disbursement and selection. With 

clear guidelines, applications can be processed 
and funds disbursed to artists in need within a 
short window of time. Some organizations men-
tioned in 8.01.b have already done this.
 
Give creatives a seat at the table

Artists need to be involved while designing 
solutions to aid them. While being called to dis-
play or perform their art is great for artists, they 
should also be allowed to be more involved in 
designing solutions to help them. 

Increase The Number of Masterclass-
es/Access to Online Resources/Gal-
leries  

Online courses are now more popular than 
ever with the imposition of stay at home orders. 
Organizations have better access to resources 
including industry professionals who can take 
teach classes on investment, intellectual prop-
erty rights, digital marketing and business man-
agement. AdditionallyThey have the resources 
to create virtual spaces such as art galleries or 
online festivals that would help artists transition 
from the analogue to digital art sphere.

7.04 The Private 
Sector  

A lot of the interactions between private com-
panies/corporate entities and the arts has been 
in marketing. Granted marketing budgets have 
shrunk as companies reduce expenditure, 
however they can still support the arts by offer-
ing some of their services for free or at greatly 
reduced costs. 

Hosting a logo design competition does not 
count as helping the arts.



8.0 Gaps in the creatives 
industry.
Large gaps in the creative industry that have come to the light as a result of the 
COVID-19 Pandemic.

1. Poor linkage between the creative industry and government support agencies. 
2. Corruption and embezzlement of funds. 
3. Government policies such as the bureaucratic processes involved in the ac-

quisition of intellectual property rights
4. It is estimated that producing a high quality song costs around Ksh.200,000. 

This prohibitive cost has led to low-quality bodies of work that cut corners 
leading to poor reception in the market.

5. Consumers consumption of imported content.  There has been a trend of con-
sumers liking to consume more of imported, content leaving the local content 
producers suffering with poor market reception and low viewership. Govern-
ment intervention to cushion creatives from this by asking media houses to 
play and show 60% local content, which has not realized much change as 
well, since imported contents are readily available on online platforms where 
these platforms are not widely explored by Kenyan creatives.



9.0 CONCLUSION
The current COVID 19 crisis is particularly critical for creative sectors due to 
the sudden and massive loss of revenue opportunities, especially for the more 
fragile players.  This crisis has created a structural threat to the survival of the 
creative industry. However, the creative industry has received a nod from all 
spheres in equal measure with some criticism which has made a positive impact 
on their work. This has translated to increased publicity. The escalating effects 
will ensure more and more people and government organizations come to the 
aid of the creatives.
The survey report gives insight on the possible interventions that can be ad-
opted by different players in the creative industry. This will enhance  a more 
productive industry during the pandemic and  an even stronger one post the 
pandemic.
Creatives Garage, being a space that works with creatives understands the find-
ings and acknowledges that these are true reflections of the challenges faced 
by the Creative and will be willing to work with any agency in coming up with 
mitigation measures for the future as well as adopting the recommendations 
from the survey report. 
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